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not cricket synonyms with definition | Macmillan Thesaurus
not cricket definition: If behaviour is not cricket, it is not
honest or moral. Learn more.
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Not cricket definition: If you say that someone's behaviour is
not cricket, you mean that they have not behaved | Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and.
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not cricket definition: If behaviour is not cricket, it is not
honest or moral. Learn more.
It’s not cricket - The Hindu BusinessLine
It isn't fair, sportsmanlike, or legitimate. I know you want
to avoid confrontation, but it's not cricket to break up with
someone by text message. I don't see why you .
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Define not cricket (phrase) and get synonyms. What is not
cricket (phrase)? not cricket (phrase) meaning, pronunciation
and more by Macmillan Dictionary.
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Not cricket definition at orefosuqim.tk, a free online
dictionary with pronunciation , synonyms and translation. Look
it up now!.
Shekhar Gupta: It's just not cricket, MS | Business Standard
Column
Synonyms for 'not cricket': unfair, unjust, unequal,
unreasonable, one-sided, arbitrary, biased, wrongful,
unjustified, partial, a bit much.
?Just Not Cricket A Football Podcast on Apple Podcasts
Synonyms for 'not cricket': unfair, unjust, unequal,
unreasonable, one-sided, arbitrary, biased, wrongful,
unjustified, partial, a bit much.
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In fact the most entertaining part of that skit is the musical
seal. In golf everyone recognises and submits Not Cricket the
etiquette as well as the rules of the game.
Today'sPhraseindex. Definition of not cricket. Human
civilisation has moved way forward since the World Wars and
the Cold War. NotNow.Clearly, the Graces were no great
advocates of the spirit of the game.
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